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When, earlier this year, the Wilkinson Mi-
crowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) team
revealed the most detailed pictures of the in-
fant universe, other cosmologists had to
scramble to catch up (Science, 14 February,
p. 991). Although there are other ways to
gauge the fundamental properties of the
universe that don’t rely on microwave meas-
urements, they were
much less accurate than
WMAP. Now, two papers
released by a consortium
of galaxy hunters have
put WMAP’s rivals back
in the race. Cosmologists
at the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) have re-
leased their first “power
spectrum” of the cluster-
ing of nearly a quarter-
million galaxies and have
provided an independent
means of estimating how
much dark energy the
universe holds and how
fast the cosmos is 
expanding. To nobody’s
surprise—and some theo-

rists’ disappointment—its conclusions
match those of WMAP.

“WMAP placed the ball in the non-
microwave court. We have to bring every-
thing else up to the same level, and that’s
what we feel Sloan has done,” says Max
Tegmark, a physicist at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and member of

the Sloan team. With the increased precision
of SDSS’s galaxy-mapping data, Tegmark
says, cosmologists can discard any one line
of evidence for the standard cosmological
model—supernova data, galaxy clustering,
or microwave measurements—and still be
forced to reach the same conclusions. “It’s
really, really encouraging that any one data
set is expendable,” he says. 

SDSS is about one-third of its way to its
goal of mapping a million galaxies in a large
section of the sky. The survey, which is
scheduled to end in 2006, was designed to
give astronomers a handle on the way galax-

ies cluster in space, a pattern that re-
veals the hidden influences (such as
dark matter and dark energy) that
drive cluster formation. Because
galaxy surveys such as SDSS and
its rival 2dF analyze clusters of
galaxies (which are fairly young,
cosmologically speaking), they pro-
vide a much more recent snapshot
than microwave-background fluctu-
ations do. But it takes a lot of
galaxy-cluster observations to de-
velop a decent picture.

Broadly speaking, the SDSS
team uses a mathematical technique
similar to the method microwave as-
tronomers use: They generate what
is known as a power spectrum, a
bumpy graph that represents the
abundance of different-sized 

Galaxy Maps Support Theory That 
The Universe Is Flying to Pieces
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A blue-ribbon review panel says the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) needs to improve
higher-level management of its $3.3 billion
science program and do a better job of pro-
moting its scientific efforts to stand any
chance of gaining more resources. 

The new draft report* “gives [Secretary of
Energy Spencer Abraham] some of the am-
munition he’ll need” to fight for improve-
ments, says Michael Lubell, head of govern-
ment affairs for the American Physical Society
in Washington, D.C. But “the question is how
much he’ll pick it up and run with it,” says one
university lobbyist. Without Abraham’s back-
ing, science advocates say, the recommenda-
tions will end up joining a pile of past procla-
mations that are now gathering dust.

The advice comes from a 14-member
panel, stocked with academic and industry
leaders, that Abraham created last Decem-
ber. Led by Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology President Charles Vest, the task force
received an earful of complaints about DOE.

DOE’s science budgets have suffered from
“the department’s historically poor reputa-
tion as badly managed, excessively frag-
mented, and politically unresponsive,” the
panel said. “The depth of criticism and con-
cern was shocking.” 

So was ignorance about DOE’s science
programs, which account for 40% of all fed-
eral funding in the physical sciences and
nearly 20% in mathematics, computing, en-
gineering, and environmental science. “Out-
side of the research community itself, sci-
ence is rarely recognized as an essential
component of the DOE mission,” the report
notes. The panel laid part of the blame on
DOE’s lackluster efforts to communicate
with the public and Congress. 

The panel, which reports to the Secretary
of Energy Advisory Board, says DOE needs
an undersecretary for science to serve as a
high-level advocate within the department.
DOE also needs to make greater use of peer
review in selecting research projects, the
panel added, and assign a higher priority to
repairing crumbling facilities at its two

dozen national laboratories.
One way to raise DOE’s scientific profile,

the panel says, is through “three major, highly
visible research initiatives.” One should ad-
dress energy issues, another should focus on
advanced computing, and the third should
produce “a frontier research facility for the
pursuit of basic science.” Although the panel
offered no specifics, observers say existing
initiatives could fill the bill. The Bush Ad-
ministration’s hydrogen energy program, for
instance, has a basic research component that
could be beefed up, and DOE science chief
Ray Orbach is already pushing a super-
computing initiative. A new “frontier” facility
could include a next-generation accelerator
sought by particle physicists.

DOE is seeking public comments on the
report before it goes to Abraham. Its recom-
mendation for a new undersecretary slot is
already part of a massive energy bill before
Congress. But the bill’s prospects are uncer-
tain, given opposition from the White House
and lukewarm support from key lawmakers.

–DAVID MALAKOFF

DOE Told to Make Its Science More Visible
E N E R G Y  R E S E A R C H

Cosmic lace. By analyzing the clustering of galaxies (dots on map at left),

SDSS astronomers confirmed that dark energy is expanding the universe.
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* Critical Choices: Science, Energy, and Security,
www.seab.energy.gov/publications/FSPFinalDraft.pdf.



features in the sky (Science, 31 May 2002,
p. 1588). And just as the WMAP team did,
the SDSS team can use its power spectrum
to derive cosmological parameters such as
the amounts of ordinary matter, exotic mat-
ter, and dark energy in the universe.

Two papers, both available on the arXiv
preprint server (www.arxiv.org), do just
that with the first quarter-million galaxies.
There are few surprises. “I think the news
here is that there has been a convergence,”
says Sloan team member Michael Strauss,
a physicist at Princeton University. “It’s in

exact agreement with what the WMAP
team was telling us; it’s all pointing in the
same direction.”

Even after the researchers exclude all of
WMAP’s data from the joint analysis of cos-
mological parameters, they get the same re-
sults that the WMAP team has been getting:
The universe is about 14 billion years old,
flat, and dominated by dark energy. 

“The cosmic model stands tall,” says
Tegmark. “It’s depressing if you would like
to see everything go down in flames.”

–CHARLES SEIFE
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Neuroscientist Reprimanded
BBEERRLLIINN——A misconduct investigation into
the work of Heinz Breer has concluded
with a public reprimand for the prominent
neuroscientist.The German science fund-
ing agency DFG said last week that Breer
and colleague Johannes Noé were guilty of
scientific misconduct for manipulating fig-
ures in a paper published in 1998.The rep-
rimand is the mildest punishment option.

Breer, a prize-winning researcher at the
University of Hohenheim near Stuttgart,
studies how olfactory neurons detect
scents. In April, a former postdoc in Breer’s
lab alleged that data and figures in two
publications had been manipulated.

A DFG committee cleared Breer’s team
of wrongdoing in one case (Science, 11 
July, p. 150) but concluded that researchers
had altered figures in a 1998 Journal of
Neurochemistry paper.The panel found
that Breer and Noé had made two figures
depicting Southern blots that detect DNA
appear more dramatic by “cleaning up” the
primer bands.The alterations did not affect
the paper’s conclusions, but the committee
said the failure to note the change consti-
tuted misconduct. Despite the reprimand,
both Breer and Noé, who is now a profes-
sor at the University of Zürich, Switzerland,
are still eligible for DFG grants.

–GRETCHEN VOGEL

Warning on Spanish Cell Bank
BBAARRCCEELLOONNAA——Spain’s Health Ministry is
threatening to sue Andalusia’s state gov-
ernment to block its plan to establish a
bank for human embryonic stem cells, say-
ing it could conflict with a planned nation-
wide repository.Andalusia health officials
last month announced plans to provide re-
searchers with cells from the bank as part
of a $4.3 million research program. But na-
tional health minister Ana Pastor, who has
clashed before with Andalusian authorities
over their less restrictive approach to stem
cell research, said the plan could lead to
each of Spain’s 17 states establishing banks
operating under different rules.The govern-
ment may go to court to prevent that, she
warned last week. –XAVIER BOSCH

Leavitt Takes EPA Reins
The Senate this week confirmed Utah
Governor Mike Leavitt (R) as the new
head of the Environmental Protection
Agency on an 88–8 vote. The top job has
been empty since Christine Todd Whit-
man stepped down in May (Science, 30
May, p. 1351). Leavitt is expected to face
controversy over a range of issues, includ-
ing a pending effort to rewrite clean air
laws. –ERIK STOKSTAD

Prion diseases are thought to herald certain
death. No therapy can slow or stop the pro-
gression of “mad cow disease” or other ail-
ments linked to these misfolded proteins,
which destroy swaths of neurons and punch
spongy holes in the brain. By the time the
earliest symptoms appear, such as forgetful-
ness and unsteadiness, brain tissue is already
badly disfigured. 

Now on page 871, a team of scientists ap-
pears to have upended this principle, reversing
disease in afflicted mice even while pri-
ons stay put. The researchers did so not
by targeting the prions themselves but
by eliminating the healthy protein from
which prions originate. The work
shrinks the list of suspects that are ca-
pable of destroying a mouse brain af-
flicted by prion disease. 

“We are getting closer to under-
standing how the damage occurs,”
says Adriano Aguzzi, a neuropatholo-
gist at the University of Zürich,
Switzerland, whose views have
changed: He reveals that he once de-
rided reversing prion disease as “sci-
ence fiction.”

John Collinge, head of the Prion
Unit at the Medical Research Council
in London, and Giovanna Mallucci, along
with their colleagues, first created a mouse
strain that enabled them to test whether elimi-
nating the normal prion protein, called PrP,
could alleviate disease. PrP is present
throughout the body; when it morphs into a
prion form called PrP-scrapie, it infects near-
by healthy PrP.

By crossing two different transgenic
mice, Collinge’s group got an unusual and
potentially illuminating combination. The
animals were normal at birth, but at 12
weeks they churned out an enzyme that dis-
abled the PrP gene in neurons alone. 

A few weeks after the mice were born,

Collinge’s group injected them with prions.
By the time the infected animals were 12
weeks old, their brains contained spongy
holes. Prions hadn’t yet infiltrated the ani-
mals’ neurons, however, and the mice
weren’t showing symptoms. Collinge posits
that this stage may mirror early disease in
humans, marked by subtle cognitive and mo-
tor changes that cannot be assessed in mice.

Within days after the PrP gene in their
neurons shut down, the mice depleted their

supply of the normal PrP protein. Remark-
ably, more than a year later, these nine mice
“live a normal life,” says Collinge. Control
mice succumbed to prion disease.  

Two observations about the recovering an-
imals struck the researchers. The spongiosis
long viewed as irreversible disappeared. And
non-neuronal brain cells, called glia, which
still produced PrP, contained wads of prions. 

Apparently, PrP can contort into prions
“in the cell right next door, and it’s not hurt-
ing the neurons,” says Susan Lindquist, a
prion researcher and director of the White-
head Institute at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in Cambridge. 

In a First, Infected Mice Recover 
From Prion Disease

M E D I C I N E

Survivors. Despite prion deposits (arrows, insert), trans-

genic mouse brains plugged spongy holes.
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